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Light-emitting devices based on electroluminescent (EL) organic
materials offer a plethora of desirable advantages, such as conformable
and extremely thin form factors, sharp contrast in displays, and, as
recently shown, high luminous efficacy.1,2 High-performance small
displays based on organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) have been
commercialized,3 but the current drawback that hinders their introduc-
tion into low-cost and large-area applications is that they comprise
either a vacuum-processed and therefore expensive active material
(small-molecule OLEDs) or a reactive, low-work-function cathode
(polymer OLEDs).

An alternative organic EL device, the light-emitting electrochemical
cell (LEC), can in contrast simultaneously be fabricated from solely
solution-processed materials and utilize stable, high-work-function
materials for both electrodes.2,4 These attractive features stem from
the fact that these devices allow both electron and ion transport,5-10

and polymer LECs typically comprise an intimate blend of a
luminescent and semiconducting conjugated polymer (CP) and an ion-
conducting electrolyte as the active material.11-13 Following the
application of a voltage, the ions are first redistributed to the electrode
interfaces14 and then allow electrochemical doping and p-n junction
formation within the CP, so the electrons and holes can move through
high-conductivity doped regions before forming excitons that can
recombine radiatively at the p-n junction.5,15 Despite these important
advantages, the interest in LECs has remained limited, as the stability
during operation has been unsatisfying for most applications (although
promising results in the context of improved operational lifetime have
been presented recently).16-19 Two culprits that result in the limited
stability of polymer LECs are the typical employment of a thermo-
dynamically unstable blend of a hydrophobic CP and a hydrophilic
electrolyte as the active material20 and the coexistence of reactive
species on the CP (dopants and excitons) with an electrolyte having
limited chemical and electrochemical stability during operation.19,21,22

Here we introduce a novel bilayer device structure (see Figure 1a)
that addresses both these problems, as the phase separation between
the CP and the electrolyte is maximized and stabilized by design and
most of the electrolyte component (the excess ions and the ion-solvating
material) is separated from the CP during operation. Moreover, our
results further reveal that the distinct spatial separation of the major
ion transport (see Figure 1b,c) and the electron transport (see Figure
1d) leads to desirable device characteristics in the form of a decreased
turn-on time and improved light emission.

The planar LECs were fabricated on glass substrates onto which
Au electrodes with an interelectrode gap of 300 µm were deposited
by thermal evaporation through a shadow mask. The bilayer film
structure was formed by spin-coating first a 5 g/L solution of
superyellow (SY, Merck) in toluene onto the Au electrodes (layer
thickness 120 nm) and then a 10 g/L solution of electrolyte in
acetonitrile on top of the dry SY layer (layer thickness 180 nm). The
electrolyte comprised poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) and KCF3SO3 in a

1.35:0.25 mass ratio. In a separate atomic force microscopy study,
the SY layer was demonstrated to exhibit a very flat surface and to be
completely inert toward the acetonitrile solution; thus, the interface
between the SY and the electrolyte layers is effectively planar. The
blend LECs were fabricated by spin-coating a blend solution compris-
ing SY, PEO, and KCF3SO3 in a 1:1.35:0.25 mass ratio on top of the
Au electrodes. Device fabrication took place in a N2-filled glovebox,
and characterization was performed in a high-vacuum optical-access
vacuum chamber at p < 1 × 10-6 mBar and T ) 360 K.

Figure 2 presents three panels of sequential photographs. Two of
these were recorded during the operation of a bilayer device as probed
from the electrolyte side (a) and through the glass substrate (b) the
third was recorded during the operation of a blend device (c). The
appearance and growth of dark regions correspond to electrochemical
doping formation (p-type originating at the positive anode and n-type
at the negative cathode) as the UV-excited fluorescence of SY is
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Figure 1. Schematic operation of the bilayer LEC. (a) Pristine device structure.
(b) Initial ion transport and formation of the electric double layer. (c) Electronic
charge injection and initial formation of doping next to the electrodes. (d)
Steady-state operation with light emission from the p-n junction.
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sensitively quenched by doping. We call attention to the fact that both
p- and n-type doping are observed during the operation of the bilayer
devices and more importantly that a light-emitting p-n junction
eventually forms in the middle of the gap (see the last photograph in
each panel), which proves the functionality of the bilayer concept.

A comparison between panels (a) and (b) in Figure 2 reveals a very
similar doping progression and p-n junction formation process,
independent of whether the primarily probed SY layer is in direct
contact with the electrolyte (a) or as far removed from the electrolyte
as possible (b). This observation demonstrates that the doping
penetrates all the way through the SY layer in the bilayer device and
that the ions that facilitate the doping indeed can leave the electrolyte
phase and enter the SY phase during the doping process. The latter is
relevant in the context of a long-term debate regarding the operation
of LEC devices, as it has been questioned whether the ions do enter
the CP phase.5,15,24,25

We choose to define the turn-on time as the time at which the p-n
junction is initially formed (although the light-emission intensity
continues to increase for some time as a reflection of continued doping
until ion depletion sets in).26,27 It is highly interesting to note that the
turn-on time for the bilayer devices is shorter by a factor of 2 than
that for the blend devices (∼13 vs ∼25 s). This observation implies
that the main ion transport in a bilayer device during turn-on takes
place within the electrolyte phase, as schematically outlined in Figures
1b,c, and that the subsequent ion insertion into and ion motion within
the SY phase is not a significantly limiting kinetic factor, despite the
fact that the interfacial area between the SY and electrolyte phases is
minimized in the bilayer structure. The prerequisites for long-range
ion transport in the blend device, with its characteristic interpenetrating
SY/electrolyte network morphology,28 are less appealing, as the long-
range motion of ions is hindered by the intimate coexistence of SY
domains within the active material, which forces the ions to pursue
nonstraight and dwindling paths toward the electrode interfaces/doping
fronts. Moreover, the current at turn-on is higher (by a factor of 2),
and the subsequent light emission from the p-n junction is distinctly
brighter in the bilayer devices than in the blend devices. We propose
that these observations can at least partially be attributed to a similar
effect, since the electron transport (and the related exciton formation
rate at the p-n junction) within the “pure” doped SY layer in the
bilayer device can be expected to be more efficient than that within
the doped SY layer in the blend device, which is “contaminated” by
a significant amount of intermixed electronically insulating electrolyte.

We also calculated the “nominal” doping concentrations in the
bilayer and blend devices using a previously published procedure.21,29

We found that the nominal p-type/n-type doping concentrations are
0.06/0.09 dopants per average repeat unit in the bilayer devices and
0.18/0.19 dopants per average repeat unit in the blend devices. We
note that the former value is slightly lower than previously published
results on blend devices based on smaller-bandgap CPs, while the latter
value is higher.21,29 Considering further that similar SY-based devices
have been demonstrated to operate well outside the electrochemical
stability window of the {PEO + KCF3SO3} electrolyte during doping
and light emission,19 it seems reasonable to state that the higher
nominal doping concentration in the blend devices is an artifact that
originates from a combination of doping of SY and side reactions involving
the electrolyte. The latter are suppressed in the bilayer device configuration
by the spatial separation of a significant fraction of the electrolyte (the
excess ions and the ion-solvating material) from the reactive species on
the conjugated polymer (excitons and dopants) during operation. In this
context, it is interesting to note that the operational lifetime (here defined
as the time at which the current has dropped to half its maximum value)
is improved by a factor of ∼2 in the bilayer devices.

To conclude, we have introduced a bilayer light-emitting electrochemi-
cal cell structure in which the ion- and electron-transport channels are
separated, allowing the utilization of electrolyte/electroluminescent material
combinations with mutually incompatible solubilities. We have further
shown that this novel concept can lead to improved device operation.
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Figure 2. Fluorescence probing of planar devices during operation at V ) 5
V and T ) 360 K. The device in (a) and (b) is a bilayer LEC, as probed from
(a) the electrolyte side and (b) the CP/glass side (see Figure 1 for a schematic
of the bilayer device structure). The device in (c) is a “conventional” blend
LEC. The devices in their pristine states are presented in the first photograph
in each panel, and the appearance of dark regions (with quenched fluorescence)
in the subsequent photographs corresponds to electrochemical doping. The light-
emitting p-n junction is clearly visualized in the last photograph in each panel.23
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